
Revival



Inspired by the historical Dumbarton 
House in Washington DC, our Revival 
Collection features handsome silhouettes, 
reminiscent of an era when elegance and 
grace where paramount. It’s a fresh take 
on traditionalism—a revival of timeless 
design principles infused with a modern 
twist. Wrapped in Swirled Mahogany, with 
its rich and lustrous finish, this collection 
exudes an air of opulence that envelopes 
your space in warmth and luxury. Revival 
is a timeless, yet current love story written 
in the language of historical pride that 
celebrates both past and present.
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DRESSER MIRROR 
SKU: 328120-1730

UPHOLSTERED BED  
QUEEN: 328125-1730 

KING: 328126-1730 
CAL KING: 328127-1730

DRESSER 
SKU: 328131-1730
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COLLECTION
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PANEL STORAGE BED  
QUEEN: 328135-1730 

KING: 328136-1730 
CAL KING: 328327-1730

NIGHTSTAND 
SKU: 328140-1730

BED BENCH 
SKU: 328149-1730

DRAWER CHEST 
SKU: 328150-1730

BACHELOR'S CHEST 
SKU: 328158-1730

SIDE CHAIR 
SKU: 328206-1730

DUAL PEDESTAL        
DINING TABLE 
SKU: 328221-1730

DISPLAY CABINET 
SKU: 328240-1730

CREDENZA 
SKU: 328250-1730

RECTANGULAR       
COCKTAIL TABLE  

SKU: 328300-1730

ROUND END TABLE 
SKU: 328303-1730

CONSOLE TABLE 
SKU: 328307-1730

SPOT TABLE 
SKU: 328309-1730

MAGRITTE SOFA 
SKU: 528501-1730AA

MAGRITTE LOUNGE 
CHAIR 

SKU: 528503-1730AA



DRESSER MIRROR
SKU: 328120-1730

Crafted with precision and elegance, 
the Revival Dresser Mirror seamlessly 

combines classic style with modern 
appeal. The frame is adorned with 

reeded trim, offering a traditional yet 
refined aesthetic. It is as versatile as it 
is striking, as it can be easily wall-hung 

in the desired location, or mounted 
to the matching dresser using the 
included supports to complete a 

bedroom setting.

NIGHTSTAND
SKU: 328140-1730

A space conscious version of our Revival 
Dresser, this nightstand features three 
spacious drawers, perfect for stashing 

away your nighttime essentials. The 
top-drawer front showcases decorative 

reeding, adding texture and dimension to 
the piece, while the lower drawer fronts 
boast beautiful swirl mahogany veneers, 
enhancing the traditional charm of the 
nightstand. Additionally, it is equipped 
with two USB-C chargers on the back of 
the case, allowing you to easily charge 

your electronic devices while you sleep.
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Indulge in the timeless elegance of our 
Revival Upholstered Bed, and create a 
space where you can relax and rejuvenate 
in style. Meticulously crafted with 
attention to detail, this bed is a luxurious 
centerpiece for your bedroom sanctuary. 
The headboard and footboard feature 
sumptuous upholstered channeled 
panels, featuing in decadent charcoal 
velvet fabric. Not only does this provide 
a plush and inviting feel, it also adds a 
touch of opulence to your sleeping space 
while the rich Napa Mahogany finish adds 
warmth and depth to any bedroom décor.

UPHOLSTERED 
BED

QUEEN: 328125-1730 
KING: 328126-1730 

CAL KING: 328127-1730 
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A stunning blend of timeless elegance 
and practicality, the Revival Panel 
Storage Bed is crafted with precision 
and care, elevating the aesthetic of any 
bedroom with its rich finish and intricate 
detailing. The focal point of this bed is the 
headboard, featuring a mesmerizing swirl 
mahogany veneer pattern surrounded 
by heavy moldings and reeded trim. 
However, the footboard is not just for 
aesthetics; it also provides practical 
storage solutions with two spacious 
drawers. Perfect for storing extra 
bedding, seasonal clothing, or personal 
items, these cedar-lined drawers offer 
convenience without compromising style.

PANEL 
STORAGE BED

QUEEN: 328135-1730 
KING: 328136-1730 

CAL KING: 328137-1730 
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DRESSER
SKU: 328131-1730

With nine spacious drawers, the Revival 
Dresser provides ample storage space 
for all your clothing and accessories. 

The top center drawer features a 
felt bottom lining, while the bottom 
drawers boast cedar lining, ensuring 

your items are stored safely and 
securely. This piece also features a 
hidden storage compartment with 
a felt bottom lining under the flip 

top - perfect for storing valuables or 
treasured items.The silhouette of this 
dresser features canted corners and 

wrap-around moldings, enhancing the 
traditional charm and elegance.

BED BENCH
SKU: 328149-1730

Upholstered in sumptuous 
charcoal velvet fabric, this bench 
exudes opulence and glamour. 

The inside seat and arms feature 
diamond button tufting, adding 

a touch of sophistication and 
elegance to the design. Furthering 

its charm are four fully turned 
legs, which showcase traditional 
craftsmanship and attention to 
detail. Whether placed at the 

foot of the bed, in the entryway, 
or as additional seating in the 

living room, it adds both style and 
functionality to your home décor.
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DRAWER CHEST
SKU: 328150-1730

With its timeless beauty and 
craftsmanship, the Revival Drawer 

Chest is sure to enhance the ambiance 
of your bedroom while providing a 
practical storage solution for your 
belongings. Featuring six spacious 
drawers, the design of this chest 

features all the hallmarks of the Revival 
collection, including canted corners, 

wrap-around moldings, and aged brass 
hardware that add vintage-inspired 

charm to the piece.

BACHELOR'S CHEST
SKU: 328158-1730

Our Revival Bachelor’s Chest is 
crafted with meticulous attention to 
detail, making it a must-have for any 
discerning homeowner. A standout 

feature is its luxurious charcoal 
marble top, which adds an element 

of sophistication and opulence to any 
room. The three drawers showcase a 
striking diamond veneer pattern with 
delicate beaded trim, adding texture 

and dimension to the piece while 
evoking a sense of timeless charm    

and elegance. 
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Embrace the classic charm of traditional 
design with our elegantly crafted Revival 
Side Chair. Its graceful silhouette and 
intricate detailing exude timeless beauty, 
making it a perfect complement to any 
traditional dining setting. Plush charcoal 
velvet fabric adorns the seat and inside 
back of the chair and features diamond 
button tufting and welt trim. The outside 
wood back features exquisite mahogany 
veneers, adding a layer of elegance and 
sophistication to the chair's design. 
Brass nailhead trim and carved front legs 
add the finishing touches of luxury to 
this piece.

SIDE CHAIR
SKU: 328206-1730
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Our Revival Dining Table sets the stage 
for unforgettable dining experiences, 
creating cherished memories with family 
and friends for years to come. The tabletop 
features stunning swirl mahogany veneers, 
highlighted by contrasting satin wood 
inlay and canted corners surrounded by 
an apron adorned with beaded trim. It sits 
atop a dual pedestal base, featuring two 
fluted columns on bun feet. Two drawers 
on either end of the tabletop feature felt-
lined bottoms, providing storage table 
linens, silverware, or serving utensils. 
With the inclusion of two 20-inch leaves, 
this dining table can easily extend to 
accommodate up to fourteen chairs.

DUAL PEDESTAL 
DINING TABLE

SKU: 328221-1730
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DISPLAY CABINET
SKU: 328240-1730

Whether you're showcasing 
fine china, collectibles, or family 
heirlooms, the Revival Display 
Cabinet provides the perfect 

combination of style, functionality, 
and craftsmanship to elevate your 

home decor to new heights. Its  
intricate detailing, including flued 
glass, lighted interior, and metal 

hardware, exude timeless beauty, 
making it the perfect addition to any 
traditional interior. Three adjustable 

glass shelves and a drawer allows 
for customizable display and  

storage options.

CREDENZA
SKU: 328250-1730

Crafted with meticulous attention 
to detail, this credenza is designed 
to elevate your home décor while 

providing ample storage and 
functionality. Featuring the staples 
of our Revival Collection, including 

a rich mahogany finish, detailed 
reeding, canted corners and wrap 
around moldings, this piece makes 
a lasting impression. Ample storage 

includes a discreet, felt lined, lift-
top compartment and adjustable 

shelves behind each door for 
customizable options. 



ROUND END 
TABLE

SKU: 328303-1730

The Revival End Table is a 
testament to timeless elegance 

refined detailing. Featuring a rich 
mahogany finish that creates a 

luxurious ambiance in your living 
space, this table is crafted from 
premium rubberwood and swirl 

mahogany veneer. The round top 
is highlighted by a contrasting satin 
wood inlay and a reeded apron that 
adds texture and sophistication to 

the design.

CONSOLE TABLE
SKU: 328309-1730

Whether placed in your entryway, 
hallway, or living room, our Revival 
Console Table promises to elevate 

your home décor to new heights. Its 
graceful, breakfront silhouette and 

refined detailing exude timeless 
beauty, making it the perfect focal 
point for any traditional interior. 

The apron of this piece is adorned 
with beaded trim detailing, adding a 
touch of texture, while the tapered 

legs hold a lower shelf for additional 
display storage.
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Embrace the classic charm of traditional 
design with our beautifully crafted Revival 
Cocktail Table. Its graceful silhouette and 
intricate detailing exude timeless beauty, 
making it the perfect centerpiece for 
any traditional interior. The stationary 
tray-style tabletop features a contrasting 
satin wood inlay, creating a stylish and 
practical surface for displaying decorative 
items or serving drinks and snacks. The 
‘X’ stretcher base and aged brass details 
add an architectural interest to the piece, 
enhancing its overall allure.

RECTANGULAR 
COCKTAIL 

TABLE
SKU: 328300-1730
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The quaint Revival Spot Table may be 
short in size, but not in style. Featuring 
a tapered column silhouette that adds 
a touch of architectural interest and 
sophistication to the design, this table is 
perfect for pulling up next to any piece 
where you need a surface to set a drink, 
book, or snack. It boasts an inset charcoal 
marble top with aged brass metal trim, 
adding a luxurious touch. The contrasting 
materials and finishes create a striking 
visual contrast, making the table a stylish 
addition in any room.

SPOT TABLE
SKU: 328309-1730
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MAGRITTE SOFA
SKU: 528501-1730AA

A classic camel back style sofa, 
Magritte offers timeless seating 
at a value. Featuring a 3 over 2 

configuration, this generously sized 
sofa offers a stylish lounging space 

without sacrificing comfort. Accented 
with a deep brown wood base, fully 
turned front gets and antique brass 
nailhead trim, Magritte has all the 
makings of an updated traditional 

aesthetic. Its velvet charcoal 
upholstery grounds your living space, 
while two included toss pillows offer 

extra comfort when desired.

MAGRITTE 
LOUNGE CHAIR

SKU: 528501-1730AA

The Magritte Lounge Chair is a 
classic in the making. Featuring 
a deep brown wood base, fully 

turned front gets and antique brass 
nailhead trim, this charming chair 
is versatile and timeless. Its camel 
back silhouette is upholstered in 
a rich, velvety fabric that features 

a lustrous sheen, adding an air 
of understated elegance to your 

space. Perfect on its own or in pairs, 
this chair is sure to become your 

favorite seat in the house! 26   



Main Office: 410 W. English Road, STE 410B, High Point, NC, 27262    P: 336-882-1600
Showroom: 122 N. Hamilton Street, High Point, NC 27262


